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collision between infantile instiactiveness and the ethical
order can never be avoided. It is, as I believe, the conditio
sine qua non of psychic energy. It is self-evident, we all
agree, that murder, stealing, and ruthlessness of every sort
are inadmissible; yet, we speak of a sexual question, not
of a murder question, nor of a rage problem. Social reform
is never invoked in favour of those who wreak their bad
tempers on their fellow men. All these things are examples
of instinctive behaviour, yet the necessity for their suppression
seems to us self-evident. Only after sexuality do we put
the mark of interrogation. This points to a doubt, We
begin to wonder whether our present moral concepts and the
legal institutions based upon them are really adequate or
suitable for their ends. No discerning person would contest
the fact that in this field there are sharply divided opinions.
No problem of this kind could exist if public opinion were
united about it. Manifestly a reaction is taking place against
a too rigorous morality. It is not just an outbreak of primitive
instinct; such outbreaks, we know, are never concerned
with restrictive laws and moral problems. In this reaction,
however, the question is seriously raised whether our present
moral conceptions have dealt fairly with the nature of
sexuality. Out of this doubt there springs a legitimate
interest in the attempt to understand sexuality more truly
and deeply; and this interest has given birth not only to
the Freudian psychology, but also to many other investiga-
tions. The special emphasisi therefore, that Freud has
given to sexuality could be taken as a more or less conscious
answer to the question of the hour; and conversely, the
recognition that Freud has received from the public might
prove how well-timed his answer was. An attentive and
critical reader of Freud's writings cannot fail to remark how
eminently comprehensive is his concept of sexuality. In
fact it covers so much that one is often moved to wonder
why in certain places the author makes use of sexual
terminology at all. His concept of sexuality includes not

